
Nelspruit in Mpumalanga now has the 
last of the food chains opening its doors 
in this bustling town that not only caters 
for the surrounding areas, but also to the 
Mozambique market. Food Lover’s Market 
opened its doors in March 2015 with a 
3 300m2 store (selling area of 2 700m2) 
serviced by 19 checkouts and manned 
by 120 staff members. The store can 
accommodate 486 cars on three levels of 
parking. 

Owned by Bennie Roots, a 12-year retail 
veteran from the Lowveld, and three silent 
partners, the store has brought a fresh new 
approach to food merchandising in the 
Lowveld.

Fresh produce
The Food Lover’s brand excels in its fresh 
produce presentation and the Nelspruit 
offering is at the top of its game. Beautiful 
bulk displays of loose and pre-packed

produce catch the eye in colour-blocked 
units as one enters the store. The mood 
is set for a fresh shopping experience. 
Both dry and refrigerated displays of fresh 
produce are complimented by the two 
walls of bulk displays that offer great value 
for money.

The traditional pick n mix area has pride 
of place next to the produce department 
selling both nuts and sweets loose. A new 
innovation in this area is a spice bar that 
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With most of the food store 
brands competing for a slice of  
the ever-increasing grocery retail 
cake, Nelspruit has recently 
welcomed the entry of a new 
player – Food Lover’s Market.

Fresh produce first impression – As the customer walks in to the store,  
she is confronted by an amazing array of fresh produce beautifully displayed.



The consumer is invited to follow the 
simple process of collecting a container, 
serving herself from various display nozzles 
that produce the various component 
parts, decorate the contents with some 
scrumptious toppings and then proceed to 
the ‘weigh and pay’ point. Customers can 
eat at strategically placed tables if they 
like. This section has become a big hit with 
kids who insist that Mommy takes them to 
Food Lover’s for their treat.

The store has a separate Market Liquors 
bottle store located as customers leave  
the store, stocking a wide range of wine 
and liquor.

The centre is in a developmental stage 
and Food Lover’s Market will soon  
be complemented by restaurants, coffee 
shops, a baby shop, clothing chains, a 
furniture store, hairdressing and beauty 
salons, a pharmacy and doctors’ rooms as 
well a variety of ATMs.

There is no doubt that the Lowveld 
shopper has a great choice of stores to 
shop at in Nelspruit. Food Lover’s Market

has added to the competition for the 
consumer’s Rand. There should be enough 
for all of them!

The plant room is beautifully appointed  
and a simplified compressor rack runs  

both the air-conditioning and refrigeration  
for the whole store. Huge savings in energy costs 

have been attained through this process.

The technician can sit at a comfortable desk and analyse  
the panels to check on the units’ performance.

Right: “Mix, tower,  
weigh and dig in” are  
the four basic steps  
required to enjoy the  
new Angelberry frozen 
yoghurt range now 
 rolling out to all Food 
Lover’s Markets.

Below: Neon lights  
draw the eye to the 
scrumptious range of 
delicacies stored in frozen 
format behind the wall.

Southern Africa’s largest ISO 9000:2008 manufacturer of multiplex refrigeration systems. Trusted 
by all leading retail chains and food producers in hundreds of plant-rooms across the continent.

Ask an astute refrigeration contractor for a high efficiency Phoenix solution for your next project!

contractors choose Phoenix Racks!


